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Introduction
Algorithms for 3D data compression and reconstruction are enabling technologies where cheap storage and data transmission over the network are required. Examples of applications can be found in security, engineering, CAD/CAM collaborative design, medical visualisation, entertainment, e-commerce and geographical information systems among others [1] . Concerning geometry and connectivity compression, Rodrigues and Robinson [2] used PDE-Partial Differential Equations to lossycompression and reconstruction of mesh surfaces with no loss of accuracy in the context of 3D face recognition. They proposed that surface patches can be compressed as a 2D image together with 3D calibration parameters, transmitted over a network and remotely reconstructed (geometry, connectivity and texture map) at the receiving end with the equivalent resolution as the original data. Extending that research, Siddeq and Rodrigues [3] proposeda 2D image compression method based on DWT and DCT which has been demonstrated in the context of structured light 3D reconstruction.The method produces anested series of high-frequency matrices which are coded by a Minimize-Matrix-Size Algorithm (MMS).At decompression stage, a Limited-Sequential Search Algorithm (LSS) is used torecover the original 2D image which is then used for 3D reconstruction of the original mesh. The advantagesofthe method arethe recovery of high resolution imageswith compression ratios up to 98%. Although superior to the PDE compression for the same application, the method proved very complex resulting in execution time of the order of minutes for a high resolution image.
The methods proposed in this paper are more general than the compression of structured light images for 3D reconstruction, as they are applicable directly to 3D data geometry and connectivity and include texture mapping. Peng et al. [4] reviewed technologies for 3D data compression with particular focus on triangular meshes. In an earlier survey of 3D compression methods Alliez and Gotsman [5] focus on compression techniques for single-rate and progressive mesh coding based on geometry and connectivity. Compression methods are thus, focused on representing the geometry and connectivity of the vertices in the triangulated mesh. Geometrical methods aim to reduce the size of the mesh by simplifying its geometry and approaches include geometry coding [6] , Generalized Triangle Mesh [7] , triangulated model techniques, and quantization techniques [4, 8] where rates of over 80:1 have been achieved. Examples of coding connectivity include the topological surgery algorithm [9] , and the Edgebreaker algorithm [10, 11] . Products also exist in the market that claim a 95% lossless file reduction [12] for regular geometric shapes.3D data compression related researchconcentrate either on fast rendering or on maximum compression and therefore the following discussion is focused on these topics.
1.1.
Compression for Fast Rendering In this section we discuss representations of triangle meshes that are used for transmission to graphics hardware. 3D-hardware support is primarily based on the rendering of triangles, specified by its three vertices, where each vertex contains three coordinates, possibly the surface normal, material attributes and/or texture coordinates. The coordinates and normals are specified with floating point values, such that a vertex may contain data of up to 36 bytes. Thus the transmission of a vertex is expensive and the simple approach of specifying each triangle by the data of its three vertices is wasteful as for an average triangle mesh each vertex must be transmitted six times [13] .
The introduction of triangle strips helped to save unnecessary transmission of vertices. Two successive triangles in a triangle strip are joined at an edge. Therefore, from the second triangle on, two vertices of the previous triangle can be combined with only one new vertex to form the next triangle. As with each triangle at least one vertex is transmitted and as an average triangle mesh has twice as many triangles as vertices, the maximal gain is that each vertex has to be transmitted only about twice. Two kinds of triangle strips are commonly used -the sequential and the generalized triangle strips. In generalized triangle strips an additional bit is sent with each vertex to specify to which of the free edges of the previous triangle the new vertex is attached. Sequential strips even drop this bit and impose that the triangles are attached alternating. OpenGL [15] evolved from the commonly used standard for graphics libraries allowing generalized triangle strips in earlier versions, but the current version is restricted to sequential strips.
1.2.
Maximum Mesh Compression The strategy for fast rendering described above can also be used for the compression of triangle mesh connectivity. Instead of retransmitting a vertex, a reference is inserted into a compressed representation. If a vertex from the buffer is referenced its index within the buffer enters the compressed representation. In the triangle strips of Evans et al. [14] each vertex appears about 2.5 times. The vertices can be rearranged into the order they appear the first time and only the indices of 1:5n vertices need to be inserted in the compressed representation. One additional bit per triangle is needed to specify whether the next vertex is used the first time or the index of an already used vertex follows. This sums up to about 1+0.75 (log2 n) bits per triangle. The disadvantage of this approach is that the storage needs to grow with the size of the triangulated mesh. The measurements of Deering in [16] show that the generalized mesh approach theoretically consumes between eight and eleven bits per triangle if an optimal stripper is available.
Taubinet al. [17] propose a very advanced global compression technique for the connectivity of triangle meshes. The method is based on a similar optimization problem as for sequential triangle strips and the authors suggest that it is NP-complete. Their approximation allows compression to only two bits per triangle and there exist triangle meshes which consume only one bit per triangle. The decompression splits into several processing steps over the complete mesh, which makes the approach unsuitable to speed up hardware driven rendering.
Our compression technique introduces a new idea for geometry compression by geometry minimization algorithm and the triangle faces (connectivity) encoded by computing the differences between two adjacent vertices and then encodingeach group of connectivity by arithmetic coding. This approach compares favourably with a number of3D data file formats techniques focusing on compression ratio as it is demonstrated in the experimental section of this paper. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Geometry Minimization algorithm (GM-algorithm) applied to vertices. Section 3 describes the texture compression by using soft-quantization with arithmetic coding, also in this section the connectivity (triangle faces) are compressed by computing the differences between two adjacent faces. Section 4 describes the Parallel Fast Matching Search Algorithm (Parallel-FMS) used to reconstruct the vertex data. Section 5 describes experimental results for 3D data compressionand the results are compared with other 3D file formats. Finally, Section 6 provides a summary and a conclusion.
Vertex Compression
A 3D object is a mesh of polygons whose union defines a surface bounding a solid object. A 3D OBJ file considered here consists of a list of vertices (geometry), a list of texture and a list of triangle faces (connectivity -each represented by 3 or 4 vertex indices). Each vertex consists of X, Y and Z coordinates (the size for each vertex no less than 96-bit floating point value). In the method proposed here, the (X, Y, Z) floating point is shifted to an integer value to reduce the number of bits (i.e. this process meanslossyvertex data). The shift S can be any integer value but for efficiency reasons we define 1 < ≤ 9000. The new vertex V is defined as:
By above Eq.(1) yielding a newset of quantized vertices )*+ = [ , , ] where each vertex size is less than 32-bit (i.e. 32-bit minimum size to represent (X, Y, Z) while in previous work each axes need at least 16-bit [5] , [13] ). Additionally, we reduced the number of bits for each vertex to less than 16-bit by calculating the differences between two adjacent coordinates as follows:
Where i=1, 2, 3... m-1 and m is the size of the list of vertices. The differential process defined in Eq. (2) increases data redundancy and it is applied to each axis independently [3] .Thus, these two steps reduce the storage cost of geometry and ensure a sufficient geometric accuracy for most applications. 
3D object file Vertices
Block (1) Block (2) Block(p) The following Fig. 2 illustratesthe GM-Algorithm applied to a sample of vertices. After applying the GMAlgorithm, the likelihood for each block of vertices is selected from which a Domain Search (DS) is generated to be used in the decompression stage as illustrated in Fig. 3 with a numerical example. 
Texture Mapping Encoding (UV) and Mesh Connectivity Encoding
In order to allow polygons in a 3D structure to be painted from a 2D image a mapping is required. This map is defined by the normalized horizontal and vertical components (u,v) of an image corresponding to each polygon in 3D. A 3D object in model space [23] and corresponding (u,v) mapping is shown in Fig 4(a) . In our proposed compression algorithm, the (u,v) texture coordinates are compressed as lossy data in two steps.First, the (u,v) map is quantized by shifting the floating point to integer, i.e. Eq(1). We adopted a shift value of 1000, meaning that each value (u,v) is in the range {8-bit and 16-bit}. Second, the differences between two adjacent data are computed by Eq(2)applied to each axis independently as shown in Fig. 4(b) .Finally, arithmetic coding is applied to each (u,v)independently to produce a stream of bits.
(a) (b)
. . . Triangle faces represent geometric connectivity. In a 3D OBJ file, each face contains the vertex indices in the order they appear in the file, normally arranged in ascending order. Triangular faces and vertex indices are illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . The advantage of this representation is that each triangle can be compressed in just a few bits. In our proposed method, triangle faces are compressed by applying the differential process defined in Eq. (2). The faces are scanned row-by-row and representedas a one-dimensional array, and the final encoded array is compressed by arithmetic coding. The texture of each triangular face is represented by their (u,v) map which maps a pixel value in the image to a vertex in the 3D structure. Each value in the (u,v) map is normalised and shifted to integer. Texture values are separated from vertex indices (triangle face),they are both compressed in same way as illustrated in Fig. 5(b) (a) 
Decompression Algorithm by Parallel Threads on Blocks of Data
The GM-Algorithm described in Section 2 compresses each vertex data (X, Y, Z) to a single integer value by three different weights (W 1 , W 2 , W 3 ). Here we described how to recover the original data.To this purpose we Fig. 6(a) . The match indicates that the unique combination of X, Y and Z represents the orginal vertex block.
B)
Abinary search algorithm [22] is used to recover an item in the array. Here we designed a parallel binary search algorithm consisting of k-binary search algorithms working in parallel to reconstruct kblock of vertices in the list of vertices, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . In each step in the k-binary search algorithm compares k-encoded data (i.e. each binary search algorithm takes a single compressed data item) with the middle of the element of the R-Array. If the values match, then a matching element has been found and its R-Array's relevant (X,Y,Z) returned. Otherwise, if the search is less than the middle element of the R-Array, then the algorithms repeats its action on the sub-array to the left of the middle element or, if the value is greater, on the sub-array to the right. All k-binary search algorithms are synchronised such that the correct vertices values are returned. To illustrate our decompression algorithm, the compressed samples in Fig. 2 (by our GM-Algorithm) can be used by our decompression algorithm to reconstruct X, Y and Z values as shown in Fig. 7 .
(a) Compute all the probabilities for all possible k-encoded datafor each block of vertices size k (b) All Binary Search algorithms work in parallel to find a group of decompressed data approximately at same time. Once vertices are recovered, we turn our attention to decoding triangle faces and vertex texture coordinates. The differential process of Eq. (2) is reversed by addition such that the encoded values in each triangle face and texture coordinates return to their original values. This process takes the last value at position m, and adds it to the previous value, and then the total adds to the next previous value and so on. The following equation defines the addition decoder [3] . 
Experimental Results
The experimental results described here were implemented in MATLAB R2013a and Visual C++ 2008 running on an AMD Quad-Core microprocessor. We describe the results in two parts: first, we apply the compression and decompression algorithms to 3D data object generated by the GMPR 3D surface scanner [2, 18, 19] .The principle of operation of GMPR 3D surface scanning is to project patterns of light onto the target surface whose image is recorded by a camera. The shape of the captured pattern is combined with the spatial relationship between the light source and the camera, to determine the 3D position of the surface along the pattern [20] as shown in Fig, 8(a) . Second, we apply the method to general 3D object data (i.e. 3D object generated by 3Dmax, CAD/CAM, 3D camera or other devices/software) as shown in Fig. 8(b) . Table 1 show our compression algorithm applied on each 3D object file, and Fig. 9 , 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 shows the visual properties of the decompressed 3D object data for 3D images respectively. Additionally, RMSE are used to compare between 3D original object file content (geometric (X, Y, Z) and (u,v) texture coordinates) and the recovered 3D object file content. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is used to refer to image quality 
Block of vertex
Compressed data mathematically [24, 25] ; it can be calculated by computing the differences between the decompressed 3D object and the original 3D object.
(a) 3D objects created by 3D scanner and 3D software developed by GMPR Angel Face2 Face3 Car (b) 3D objects created by other scanning methods and3Dmodel building software (c) 3D mesh corner shows the details of the object, at compresses size: 19.1 KB, the image shows the trianglesslightly more degraded than in previous result. (c) 3D mesh details of the object, at compresses size: 36.7 KB, the image shows similar high quality 3D mesh surface as in previous result. Table 3 shows the comparison between the 3D file formats VRML, OpenCTM and STL. The file format referred to as MATLAB format contains geometric, texture and triangle facesas lossless data, and using MATLAB language to read/write 3D data. We investigate this format obtaining compression ratios of over 50% for most 3D OBJ files. Our approach used unique algorithms to compress 3D OBJ files leading to compression rates of over 98% in the best case and 85% for the worst case; the ratio is dependent on the triangle face details. 
Conclusion
This research has presented and demonstrated a new method for 3D data compression/reconstruction and compared the quality of compression through 3D reconstruction, 3D RMSE and the perceived quality of the 3D visualisation. The method is based on converting geometric values to a stream of encoded integer data by the GM-algorithm. Connectivity data are partitioned into groups where each group is addressed by arithmetic coding for lossless compression. The results demonstrate that our approach yields high quality 3D compression at higher compression ratios compared with other 3D data formats. Although the lossy compression controlled by the shift parameter introduces small reconstruction errors as observed by RMSE and detailed visualization,the methods provide high compression ratios with high quality data and it is appropriate for most applications, including demanding applications such as 3D face recognition. A disadvantage of the method is the large number of steps for compression and decompression. The main bottleneck is related to theParallel-FMS algorithm leading to increased execution time through a binary search method. Methods to speed up execution are being investigated and will be reported in the near future.
